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You will lead the Learning and Discovery team and be responsible for all aspects of
programming and staffing. This includes the school’s program (including workshops on
site, outreach, and virtual sessions) and the engagement program (including kids clubs
and summer schools, community groups and guest engagement. You will see that these
programs are delivered in line with the education strategy – looking to connect people
to nature and encourage sustainable living, are operationally successful and delivered
with excellence and creativity.

• Oversee the running and development of all Learning and Discovery programs
• Support delivery of aspects of both the schools and engagement programs including but
not limited to: Wild and Well, Live Stream Safari, Encounters, Guided Tours, Knowsley
Academy, Intrepid Explorers
• Responsible for the management of the operational running of the department including
working with other departments, monitoring finances, scheduling, communication and
evaluation and reporting
• Work with the Assistant Manager to develop staff, including providing training, support,
guidance, and mentoring

• Support team supervisors with the day to day running of the department include logging
hours, handling enquires from the team, monitoring equipment, classroom and resource
use, problem solving and amending operations as needed.
• Ensure that Knowsley Safari is seen as an innovative educational resource committed to
both preservation of species and social impact within the local community
• Embrace and positively promote the Company’s Mission, Strategic Objectives and
Values, and deliver the education strategic objectives through the development of
departmental and personal objectives.
• Understand financial targets and departmental budgeting and contribute to running
Learning and Discovery as a profitable division with KSP, ensuring targets and KPI’s are
delivered.
• Flexible working hours to meet the needs of the business including weekends and bank
holidays.
• Contribute to and complete tasks relating to Visitor Services, Animal Department and
Research & Conservation.
• Ensure the cleanliness and care of all teaching and office spaces, vehicles and all
equipment including the safe storage of valuable items
• Ensure the welfare of animals used or kept are of the highest welfare standards.
• To ensure that all Health & Safety procedures are understood and adhered to.
• To perform any other reasonable task or duty as directed by his or her supervisor
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The successful candidate will have the following characteristics, skills and qualifications:
• Candidates will have at least 4 years’ experience in an informal education setting, ideally in the
conservation, zoo or outdoor learning sector but could include museums and cultural
organisations
• Significant exposure to overseeing others
• A person of high integrity and professionalism, leading your team with inspiration and confidence
• Ensure excellent quality in programming
• Adaptable and be able to thrive in a face paced environment.
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